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This paper explains our approach toward NTCIR10-MEDNLP[1]
tasks and what kind of problem we have encountered. We have
select term extraction tasks since we have some experience about
keyword extraction[2]. Since it is hard to build accurate dictionary
or lexicon for medical term, we aimed to use machine learning and
large amount of roughly tagged medical corpus as learning data.
However, we are unable to prepare the learning data, and thus unable
to make our system work.

documents, computers can learn the concept and will be able to tag
the unseen documents. In NTCIR10-MEDNLP, we have very small
example of medical terms and thus, we need some effort to make
computer work. We have tried to generate large amount of tagged
document, which can be used as learning data of machine learning,
and use machine learning algorithm to accomplish the task. Tough
we cannot generate ideal learning data, we will be able to generate
learning data, which may have many missing term but may contain
sufficient information for context of the terms. However, we are
unable to prepare the learning data, and thus unable to make our
system work.
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2. OVERVIEW OF OUR APPROACH
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The structure of our design is illustrated in Fig. 1. We are trying to
use machine learning for the annotation. The features that we select
are set of terms, one or more characters surrounding the terms and
its frequencies in the name position (positive frequency) and not in
name position (negative frequency). An example is shown in figure
2. This example is an item to judge whether "ㄆ▱"is the name to
extract. Basic idea is that machine can estimate whether a string is
name or not by the positive frequency and negative frequency. The
learning algorithm that we select is a kind of online learning, which
is capable to handle large amount of learning data. Since the
character unigram or bigram are used as features, the required
learning data should be large. All possible surrounding character
unigram or bigram should be appeared in the learning data.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Since only insufficient amount of samples for this approach are
available, we need to prepare them by other means. We have
gathered the documents of newspaper[3] which will contains the
name of diseases. It is fairly easy to gather this kind of documents
since the newspaper contains the report of death or disease of
famous or influential person. We have gathered the documents
which has clear term of death or disease, such asࠕṚཤ=ࠖ
ࠕ࿌ูᘧࠖ
ࠕඪⴿࠖ
ࠕ㖟⾜ⴿࠖfor death, andࠕධ㝔ࠖ
ࠕ୰ẘࠖ
ࠕᛴṚࠖ
ࠕឤᰁࠖ
for desease.
Unlike medical documents, the newspaper has standard way to
report. Therefore, it is reasonable amount of effort to write a
program which detect the name of disease by rules.
Thus we thought we would be able to generate a reasonable learning
data for this task.

If we could know the medical terms in medical documents without
any additional information, these terms would be useful for
document processing, such as retrieval or classification. Though he
lexicon is sufficient information to tag the various kinds of terms, it
is very expensive to prepare the lexicon of them. If we have large
amount of tagged documents, which shows which term are medical
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figure 1. system outline

3. WHAT HAPPENNED

4. SUBMITTED SYSTEM

After comparing the documents from newspapers and medical
documents of NTCIR10, we have found that the term for one object
is quite different between the two documents. Newspaper documents
are aimed to be read by ordinal people, but medical documents are
aimed to be read by professionals. For example a name of disease in
medical documents isࠕ㹋㹎㹍㸫㸿㹌㹁㸿㛵㐃⾑⟶⅖ࠖ, while this
term will never appear in news paper documents since ordinal
people never understand this.
Even worse, we assuming that the medical documents would have
story like newspaper and this surrounding text may similar. For
example we thought that the description likeࠕ✺↛ࡢ xx ࡼࡗ࡚
Ṛஸࡋࡓࠖwould be common for newspaper document and medical
documents. In fact, medical documents are usually not complete
sentences since doctors are very busy and have only a little time to
write the documents.

After we have found that our system does not work properly, we try
to make very simple system base on the following rules.
1. Record all terms in sample medical data.
2. Put modality "negation" to detect negative expression right after
the term.
3. Put modality "suspicion" to find the characterࠕࠖnear the term.
4. Put modality "family" to find word showing family such as
ࠕ∗ࠊẕࠖbefore the term.
The following is the sample of output of submitted system. Since it
is very simple system but it may contribute as some bottom line.
This example of the result is shown in figure 3. Though we
are not satisfied with this result, we choose not to resign
the task..

࣭㢌㒊㹋㹐㹇࡚៏ᛶ⾑ᛶኚ࠶ࡾࠊ⬻⾑⟶

ุᐃᑐ㇟ࡼࡿࠊF!ㄆ▱F!ࡀ⪃࠼ࡽࢀࡓࠋ

㞀ᐖࡼࡿࠊF!ㄆ▱F!ࡀ⪃࠼ࡽࢀࡓࠋ

ෆ㒊ᩥᏐ⣲ᛶ㸸
㸦ㄆ▱▱ㄆ▱㸪㸧

࣭➽ᛶ㜵ᚚ࡞ࡋࠊ

 ຍ࠼࡚㸪ྡ๓࡛ෆ㒊࡛ฟ⌧ࡋࡓ㢖ᗘ

࣭ȭ㸯㹡㹫௨ୗࡢF!⊃✽F!㒊ࡀ㸱㹡㹫⛬࠶

     ྡ๓እ㒊࡛ฟ⌧ࡋࡓ㢖ᗘ

ࡾࠋ

እ㒊ᩥᏐ⤌ᡂ㸸
㸦ࡼࡿ㸪ࡀ⪃ 

࣭Ⰻᛶ࡛࠶ࡗ࡚ࡶF!ᕧ₽⒆F!ࡢ㢧ᚤ㙾ⓗ

ຍ࠼࡚㸪ྡ๓ࡢ๓ᚋ࡛ฟ⌧ࡋࡓ㢖ᗘ

ᝏᛶF!⭘⒆F!ྍ⬟ᛶࡣ

     ࡑࢀ௨እฟ⌧ࡋࡓ㢖ᗘ

࣭ղẼ⟶ᨭF!ᣑᙇF!



figuere 3. Exampe of submitted result
figuere 2. Exampe of features
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5. CONCLUSION

6. REFERECES

Though machine learning is powerful and generic tools, machine
learning needs large amount of data in order to make system work.
Though borrowing some untagged corpus of same genre may be
possible, using difference genre of corpus is challenging and
difficult approach. This report describes a trial to borrow the
untagged corpus of different genre and report what kind of difficult
problem exits for this particular task.
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